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How Do You Learn?

by Penny McCoy
Executive Director
Program Director
pmccoy@prwa.com

Hopefully you have noticed some
significant changes to our training program in
recent months. Many of us are in our second
or third renewal period and have taken all the
basic training that was made available to us. The
approach that many of us had of going to training
getting our needed contact hours, plus the bonus of
a day away from work is no longer working. Being
bored to death by an instructor with a Power Point
presentation droning on and on became somewhat
like a trip to the dentist! So we decided to make
some changes.
Part of being an effective educator involves
understanding how adults learn best. Andragogy
(adult learning) is a theory that holds a set of
assumptions about how adults learn. Andragogy
emphasizes the value of the process of learning. It
uses approaches to learning that are problem-based
and collaborative rather than didactic, and also
emphasizes more equality between the teacher and
learner.
Andragogy as a study of adult learning
originated in Europe in 1950’s and was then
pioneered as a theory and model of adult learning
from the 1970’s by Malcolm Knowles an American
practitioner and theorist of adult education, who
defined andragogy as “the art and science of helping
adults learn” (Zmeyov 1998; Fidishun 2000).

Adults don’t learn in the same way as
children do because their personality structure is
almost fully developed at that stage in their lives,
along with a series of habits and practices that have
been acquired during their lifetime.
The principles of adult education are:
• Adults will only learn when they want to
• Adults will only learn when they feel they need
to
• Adults learn by doing
• Adults will only learn by solving problems they
can associate with their reality
• Experience will interfere in adult education
• Adults learn better in an informal environment
• Adults need feedback.
• Adults require a variety of teaching methods
There are three basic types of learning
styles. The three most common are visual, auditory,
and kinesthetic. To learn, we depend on our senses
to process the information around us. Most people
tend to use one of their senses more than the others.
Learning Style #1: Visual
Visual learners have a preference for seeing
material in order to learn it.
•

•
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Strengths of the visual learner: Instinctively
follows directions, can easily visualize objects,
has a great sense of balance and alignment, is
an excellent organizer.
Best ways to learn: Studying notes on
overhead slides, reading diagrams and
handouts, following a PowerPoint presentation,
reading from a textbook, studying alone.

1-800-653-PRWA
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Learning Style #2: Auditory
With this different learning style, students
have to hear information to absorb it.
•

•

Strengths of the auditory learner:
Understanding subtle changes in tone in a
person’s voice, writing responses to lectures,
oral exams, story-telling, solving difficult
problems, working in groups.
Best ways to learn: Participating vocally in
class, making tapes of class notes and listening
to them, reading assignments out loud, studying
with a partner or group.

Learning Style #3: Kinesthetic
Kinesthetic learners tend to want to move
while learning.
•

•

Best ways to learn: experiments, acting out
a play, standing, moving, or doodling during
lectures, studying while performing an athletic
activity like bouncing a ball or shooting hoops.

It is important for you as the student
to understand what type of learner you are. It
is equally important for PRWA as the training
provider to assure our training incorporates as
many of the learning styles as possible into each
training course.
Training is always going to be a requirement
of “Operator Certification”, and you will be faced
with many different styles of training during your
career. Identifying and finding ways to adapt and
learn using your learning style, will increase your
success and ours.

Strengths of the kinesthetic learner: Great
hand-eye coordination, quick reception,
excellent experimenters, good at sports, art,
drama, high levels of energy.

WWW.PRWA.COM
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2013 Mini-Conferences
by Joseph Falcone
Executive Director
Chief Financial Officer
jfalcone@prwa.com

Thank you to all 1,257 attendees who
joined us at the PRWA Annual Conference
this April. In addition to great training and an
impressive display of exhibits from our Associate
members, this year was especially memorable
because we celebrated our 25th Anniversary as an
Association. Turn to page 32-33 to see selected
photos from the week or visit prwa.com to see all
of the photos and watch the highlights video.
Now that the Annual Conference is
behind us, we’d like to invite everyone to be a
part of the 3rd Annual PRWA Mini-Conferences
being held this October in Wilkes-Barre and
Mars, PA. Why Mini-Conferences, you ask?
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These events are geared toward those industry
professionals who may not have the option to
travel to the Annual Conference in State College
for the week due to time or budget restrictions.
The Mini-Conferences offer a similar experience
where attendees will not only receive water and
wastewater contact hours, but also see the many
new products vendors have available and connect
with fellow professionals in their industry.
The Mini-Conferences offer a valuable
experience at a great value. System attendees
who register for the full conference will receive
9 water/wastewater contact hours, have access
to 20 industry displays in the Exhibit Hall, enjoy
three delicious meals and learn from each other
over casual coffee breaks (where sometimes the
most valuable knowledge is shared). The cost
for PRWA System members is just $195 for both
days and $135 for a single day. And remember,
if your water or wastewater system is a PRWA
member, every employee and board member of
that system is a member as well.
Visit page 6 or prwa.com/mini for
the details of these events,
including how you can save up
to $20 on your registration. We
hope to see you in October!
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2013 PRWA
MINI-CONFERENCES:
Training made EASY!
Relax, we'll bring the exhibits
and experts to YOU!
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back!
We’re delivering this
GREAT DEAL to YOU!

-EARN 9 Water/Wastewater Contact Hours
-SEE the newest products in the Exhibit Hall!
-RELAX over delicious, hot meals!
-LEARN something new!
-SAVE money with this very affordable price:
-Full Conference: $195* (PRWA Member Price)
-Single Day: $135 (PRWA Member Price)
*Plus, Save $20 when you register online by 8/31!

In the EAST: Wilkes-Barre, PA
October 16-17, 2013
Woodlands Inn & Resort

In the WEST: MARS, PA
October 30-31, 2013

Four Points by Sheratonmini-conference
Pittsburgh North
annie

Schedule for Both Locations:
Day One:
(3 Water/Wastewater Contact Hrs)
12-1 pm: Registration
1-4:30 pm: CLASS SESSION #1
4:30-6:30 pm: Reception & Dinner
in the Exhibit Hall

Day Two:
(6 Water/Wastewater Contact Hrs)
7-8:30 am: Exhibit Hall Breakfast
8:30 am-12 pm: CLASS SESSION #2
12-1 pm: Exhibit Hall Lunch
1-4:30 pm: CLASS SESSION #3

REGISTER TODAY!
For a detailed schedule, hotel information, and online
registration visit www.prwa.com/mini

Vendor Information: www.prwa.com/mini
Questions? 800-653-7792 x 105
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Thanks for a Great Conference!
by Joel Jordan
Director of Education
jjordan@prwa.com

Thanks! We just wrapped up the PRWA
Annual Training Conference a few months ago
and I just wanted to state, again, how thankful I
am to all the PRWA staff, vendors, instructors and
attendees. The support and feedback is always
great. And, remember even months later if you
have something about the Conference to share
with me, just drop me an e-mail.
2014 PRWA Training Conference preparation
Believe it or not, it is time to start
preparing for the 2014 Conference March 25-28,
2014. I anticipate having some training and some
presentation slots open. My goal is to have the
draft schedule set up by the end of this summer.
So, if you have a training proposal, presentation
proposal or even an idea that you’d like to
discuss, let me know. The PRWA website has a
1-page “Call for Courses/Presentations” form that
can be completed and submitted to me (under the
“Conference” tab). We will review all proposals
and let you know if it fits the 2014 theme.
Courses and Presentations
As I’m writing this, I’m sitting at the RAM
Industrial Tradeshow near Pittsburgh. RAM
always does a nice job of bringing in technical
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specialists to give presentations on the latest
pumps, motors and related industry equipment
that they offer. Of course, this is just one of the
many trade shows that our many great Associate
Members host around the state each year. What
strikes me is the importance of these types of
shows to you the operators and engineers. We
are all concerned about getting as many Contact
Hours as possible to meet our continuing
education requirements. DEP awards Contact
Hours for technical training courses differently
than for technical presentations.
“Training
courses” are usually awarded 1 CH for each 1
hour of classroom time. These courses are meant
to teach skills necessary to do our jobs. Although
specific products are often used for demo, the
courses are not designed to promote specific
products, services or troubleshooting/O&M of
specific products. “Presentations” are awarded
1 CH for each ½ day session. These sessions are
often product or service specific and focus on the
technical aspects of how a particular product/
service works, that the average operator may not
learn about otherwise.
I encourage you to make sure you get a
good mix of courses and technical presentations
in your yearly continuing education. Yes, I
understand that the presentations are not worth
as many CH, but if you have a specific brand of
pump in your system, it is in your best interest to
get the latest information, from the manufacturer
or service representative. Do not skip these
sessions just because of the lower Contact Hours.

1-800-653-PRWA
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Date
7/9/2013
7/10/2013
7/10/2013
7/10/2013
7/11/2013
7/11/2013
7/11/2013
7/11/2013
7/16/2013
7/17/2013
7/18/2013
7/23/2013
7/24/2013
7/24/2013
7/24/2013
7/25/2013
7/25/2013
7/25/2013
7/30/2013
7/31/2013
8/1/2013
8/6/2013
8/6/2013
8/7/2013
8/7/2013
8/7/2013
8/7/2013
8/8/2013
8/8/2013
8/8/2013
8/12/2013

Training *** Schedule Subject to Change
CMOM #1752
Emergency Response Planning for Small Communities #870
Storage, Transmission, and Distribution #2967
Water Filtration Options #2377
Securing Drinking Water and Wastewater Facilities #2952
Storage, Transmission, and Distribution #2967
Wastewater Planning Tools and Techniques # 443
Water Disinfection #1752
Odor Production, Prevent and Control & Anaerobic Digesters #6190/3562
Regulation Insights #723
Regulation Insights #723
Water Disinfection #1752
Drought Contingency Planning #1820
Math Tune-up and Review #6194
Water Filtration Options #2377
CMOM #1752
Securing Drinking Water and Wastewater Facilities #2952
Wastewater Planning Tools and Techniques # 443
Principles of Small Water System Operations - USA Blue Book
Principles of Chlorination and De-chlorination - USA Blue Book
3 Stooges of Water and Wastewater - USA Bluebook
CMOM #1752
Securing Drinking Water and Wastewater Facilities #2952
Emergency Response Planning for Small Communities #870
Regulation Insights #723
Storage, Transmission, and Distribution #2967
Water Filtration Options #2377
Storage, Transmission, and Distribution #2967
Wastewater Planning Tools and Techniques # 443
Water Disinfection #1752
ASSE Backflow Prevention Assembly Repair & Maintenance Cert #1912

Hrs
6
6
6
6
5
6
7
6
6
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
5
7
6
6
4
6
5
6
7
6
6
6
7
6
20

DW-WW
Both
Both
Water
Water
Both
Water
WW
Both
WW
Water
Water
Both
Water
Both
Water
Both
Both
WW
Water
Both
Both
Both
Both
Both
Water
Water
Water
Water
WW
Both
Both

Location
Erie
Centre
Chester
Crawford
Erie
Cumberland
Huntingdon
Lancaster
Fayette
Cambria
Clarion
Monroe
Fayette
Dauphin
Beaver
Indiana
Tioga
Luzerne
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Mercer
York
Blair
Crawford
Mifflin
Clarion
Schuylkill
Chester
Snyder
Luzerne

Trainer
Kurt McFadden
Don Muir
Dave Muzzy
Joel Jordan
Nate Merkel
Dave Muzzy
Chris Shutt
Mark Gregory
Michael Gerardi
Glenn Cowles
Glenn Cowles
Mark Gregory
Robin Montgomery
Matt Genchur
Joel Jordan
Kurt McFadden
Nate Merkel
Chris Shutt
Mike Harrington
Mike Harrington
Mike Harrington
Kurt McFadden
Nate Merkel
Don Muir
Glenn Cowles
Dave Muzzy
Joel Jordan
Dave Muzzy
Chris Shutt
Mark Gregory
Ralph Yanora

Member
75
75
75
75
85
75
75
75
175
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
175
175
175
75
85
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
725

Non-Mem
110
110
110
110
120
110
110
110
210
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
210
210
210
110
120
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
775

TRAINING SCHEDULE - VISIT PRWA.COM/TRAINING TO REGISTER

Date
8/13/2013
8/13/2013
8/14/2013
8/14/2013
8/14/2013
8/15/2013
8/15/2013
8/20/2013
8/22/2013
9/10/2013
9/10/2013
9/10/2013
9/10/2013
9/11/2013
9/11/2013
9/11/2013
9/11/2013
9/12/2013
9/12/2013
9/12/2013
9/12/2013
9/12/2013
9/17/2013
9/18/2013
9/18/2013
9/19/2013
9/19/2013
9/19/2013
9/24/2013
9/24/2013
9/24/2013
9/25/2013
9/26/2013

Training *** Schedule Subject to Change
Drought Contingency Planning #1820
Water Disinfection #1752
Regulation Insights #723
Math Tune-up and Review #6194
Water Filtration Options #2377
CMOM #1752
Wastewater Planning Tools and Techniques # 443
Odor Production, Prevent and Control & Anaerobic Digesters #6190/3562
Securing Drinking Water and Wastewater Facilities #2952
CMOM #1752
Principles of Small Water System Operations - USA Blue Book
Regulation Insights #723
Securing Drinking Water and Wastewater Facilities #2952
Emergency Response Planning for Small Communities #870
Principles of Chlorination and De-chlorination - USA Blue Book
Regulation Insights #723
Storage, Transmission, and Distribution #2967
3 Stooges of Water and Wastewater - USA Bluebook
Securing Drinking Water and Wastewater Facilities #2952
Storage, Transmission, and Distribution #2967
Wastewater Planning Tools and Techniques # 443
Water Disinfection #1752
Odor Production, Prevent and Control & Anaerobic Digesters #6190/3562
Drought Contingency Planning #1820
Math Tune-up and Review #6194
CMOM #1752
Securing Drinking Water and Wastewater Facilities #2952
Wastewater Planning Tools and Techniques # 443
Securing Drinking Water and Wastewater Facilities #2952
Water Disinfection #1752
Water Filtration Options #2377
Securing Drinking Water and Wastewater Facilities #2952
Water Filtration Options #2377

Hrs
6
6
7
6
6
6
7
6
5
6
6
7
5
6
6
7
6
4
5
6
7
6
6
6
6
6
5
7
5
6
6
5
6

DW-WW
Water
Both
Water
Both
Water
Both
WW
WW
Both
Both
Water
Water
Both
Both
Both
Water
Water
Both
Both
Water
WW
Both
WW
Water
Both
Both
Both
WW
Both
Both
Water
Both
Water

Location
Huntingdon
Bradford
Luzerne
Erie
Westmoreland
Washington
Northampton
Berks
Monroe
Lancaster
Luzerne
Adams
Clarion
Potter
Luzerne
Lancaster
Bedford
Luzerne
Westmoreland
Clarion
Clearfield
Crawford
Erie
Berks
Montgomery
Monroe
Berks
Lycoming
Centre
Clearfield
Chester
Luzerne
Luzerne

Trainer
Robin Montgomery
Mark Gregory
Glenn Cowles
Matt Genchur
Joel Jordan
Kurt McFadden
Chris Shutt
Michael Gerardi
Nate Merkel
Kurt McFadden
Mike Harrington
Glenn Cowles
Nate Merkel
Don Muir
Mike Harrington
Glenn Cowles
Dave Muzzy
Mike Harrington
Nate Merkel
Dave Muzzy
Chris Shutt
Mark Gregory
Michael Gerardi
Robin Montgomery
Matt Genchur
Kurt McFadden
Nate Merkel
Chris Shutt
Nate Merkel
Mark Gregory
Joel Jordan
Nate Merkel
Joel Jordan

Member
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
175
85
75
175
75
85
75
175
75
75
175
85
75
75
75
175
75
75
75
85
75
85
75
75
85
75

Non-Mem
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
210
120
110
210
110
120
110
210
110
110
210
120
110
110
110
210
110
110
110
120
110
120
110
110
120
110
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Wooden Pipes
by Dave Muzzy
Chief Staff Officer
Water Circuit Rider
dmuzzy@prwa.com
The use of bored elm pipes underground
with quills of lead running off into the houses of
the well-to-do seems to have begun in London as
early as the 13th century. All the old London water
companies that appeared between the 16th and 18th
century used bored elm pipes for distributing water
thru out the service areas.
Bored log pipes were laid in Pennsylvania
before 1820. Hollowed-out logs were often used for
water and sewage conveyance in early times in the
U.S. The raw material (wood) was readily available
and the 3’ - 14’ lengths could be hollowed out by
means of a hand-auger or burning.
A piece of wood log pipe was taken out
of service in 1909 at or near the Neshaminy Water
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Treatment Plant in
Pennsylvania. The date
of its installation is
unknown. During its
service life, it carried
potable water within
the noted 13 million
gallons/day
water
treatment plant. The
spiral-wound
steel
strapping was applied
to give the wood log
pipe the ability to acceptably withstand higher
internal operating pressures. I was recently lucky
enough to preserve a piece of an abandoned wooden
water main after it was found at the Bradford County
Manor after being washed out by the flood of 2011.
It is absolutely remarkable to look at.
When hollowed-out wood log pipes were
first used for water conveyance in the late 1700s
- early 1800s, it became apparent that they could
also be used as a source of water to fight fires.
When a fire occurred, the firefighters (volunteers)
dug down, found the log pipe, and augered a hole
through it. [Note: In some early water systems, such
as Philadelphia’s -- followed soon thereafter by

1-800-653-PRWA
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Where in PA ?
This photo is of a unique landmark in Pennsylvania. If you know where, submit your answer
to be entered into a drawing to win a prize from PRWA! Submit your response to PRWA
at prwa@prwa.com or fax to 814-353-9341. The winner to be announced in the next issue!

systems in New York
and Boston -- wood
plugs were installed
at specific locations
(mid-block, etc.) when
the main itself was
installed, so that the
firemen would know
where to find a plug in
advance.] Water would
fill the firemen’s excavation, forming a “wet well”
to either get buckets of water from, or serving as a
reservoir for pumps to pull water from.
When the fire was out, the hole in the pipe
would be sealed by driving a wood plug into it.
The plug’s location was often noted and marked
before the pipe was covered over, so the plug could
possibly be used as a water source the next time -instead of creating a new hole in the wooden pipe.
This procedure is the basis of the term “fire plug,” a
name which is often still applied to modern day fire
hydrants.
Continued on page 14
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How to Operate and Maintain
Manganese Greensand
Treatment Units
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Continued on page 16
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Continued from page 15
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Water Metering Products
Water Infrastructure Products
Sanitary Sewer Products
Storm Sewer Products
Environmental-Erosion/Stabilization
Products

6 locations throughout PA

fJ

Selinsgrove

fJ

570.374.2355

•• • (
•• •
\

,/

fJ

Stoneboro
724.376.4525

Chambersburg

fJ

717.264.8445

fJ

Oakdale
724.695.2255

Serving Rural Pennsylvania's water needs since 1970.

www.lbh2o.com

Ephrata
717.738.0389

fJ

Ebensburg
814.471.1980

am:
kfast & Regist ration
110:00am: Shotgun St art
ru>rcnn scramble, best ball format)

~3:41»0-4:310 pm: Awards Luncheon

Registration includes:
1 hole sponsorship,
cart, breakfast,
course refreshments,
AND a delicious lunch!
EVERYONE WINS!

ReKistration Form (OR register online at www.prwa.com)
2 nd Fourso m e: $525
- - Ist Fo u rsom e: $600 (Includes 1 Hole Sponsorship)
_ _ Add'l H ole Sponsorship: $120
TOTAL Amount Due:$ _ _

--- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Teammates' Names (Please use a second form if registering more than one team):
!._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.

4._________________________

Payment Information:
Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Contact Name._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Addr~s._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-mail_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Payment Method: 0 Invoice Me
0 Check
0 Credit Card-CC Type: _ _ _ __
Credit Card#_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. Date._ _ _ Sec. Code._ _ _ __
Signature X

(You'll receive a sales receipt in the mail)

Please Return Registration by July 18th: Fax: 814-353-9341 E-mail: amurrell@prwa.com
Mail: PRWA, 138 W. Bishop St. Bellefonte, PA 16823 or register online: www.prwa.com
If Arriving the Night Before: Call (814) 238-7600 for your reservation at the Toftrees
Resort (Room Rate: $99, Room Code: PRWA) Deadline for room block is July 1, 2013
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Find Those Leaks!
by Glenn Cowles
Water Circuit Rider
gcowles@prwa.com
As I am writing this article winter has finally
broke in Western Pennsylvania and after spending a
good part of the winter looking for water leaks all over
the state I felt it was time for some reminders about
leak detection.
Approximately six billion gallons of treated
drinking water is lost in the United States each day
according to the American Society of Civil Engineers.
Six billion gallons is more than enough to meet the
water needs of the ten largest US cities. To put six
billion in perspective, six billion in seconds is 190.02
years or if six billion pennies were stacked on top of
one another they would be six thousand miles high.
This is approximately 14 percent of the nation’s daily
production. While 14 percent is not considered a high
number, six billion gallons is a large level of waste
with no revenue to account for it. A water company is a
business and needs to be run as a business.
At what point do many utilities begin to
“step up” leak detection efforts? Many systems
regularly compare the amount of water produced and/
or purchased to metered usage and sales arriving at a
percentage of unaccounted for water. There are several
problems associated with the exclusive use of this type
of “water audit.”
First
the
percentage
of
unaccounted
for
water is a relative
measurement.
Let’s say a system
produces 300,000
gallons per day
(GPD) with a 30%
(90,000
GPD)
unaccounted
for water loss.
Suppose that a new
factory is built in
the community that
purchases 300,000
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GPD. The water system’s production now doubles to
600,000 GPD with the loss of 90,000 GPD remaining
the same. The percent of unaccounted for water now
drops to 15% but the “Real Water Loss (90,000 GPD)”
did not change.
Second, industry professionals no longer
use the term “Unaccounted for Water” to describe
water loss. Percentage of unaccounted for water was
not calculated consistently throughout the industry,
leading to different interpretations about what the
degree of a utilities response to the information should
be. The terms “Total Water Loss (TWL)” = Water
supplied minus authorized usage, “Apparent Water
Loss (AWL)” = All unauthorized consumption, plus
meter inaccuracies and data handling errors, and “Real
Water Loss (RWL)” = Total water loss minus apparent
water loss are now being used.
This type of water audit does not evaluate
the financial costs of water loss, not allowing boards
and managers to make good decisions related to leak
detection. These decisions in turn will negatively
impact the utilities long-term financial viability.
Unfortunately many board and council members relate
financial responsibility to not spending any money,
resulting in no serious consideration of the purchase
of leak detection equipment and an ongoing leak
detection program. Because many systems own their
water source, treatment facilities, and distribution
systems, the “Hidden Costs” remains unnoticed to
management or are considered to be the price of being
in the water business.
When I visit a system who is struggling with
water loss, the first question that I ask is how many
gallons per minute that they are looking for. Depending
on the size of the system, some are struggling with a
two gallon per minute leak. This may not sound like
much to some of you, but to a smaller system with a
limited source it can be devastating to their system.
If a system does not own or have the ability to
purchase leak detection equipment, they can still begin
preparing for leak detection efforts.
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Meters
• Calibrate commercial and production meters.
• Accuracy not only approves accountability
it also improves revenues.
• Make sure meters are being read.
Valves
• Enhance the ability to isolate sections of the
distribution system
• Many distribution systems in small utilities have
an inadequate number of valves.
• Many utilities can benefit from the addition of wellplaced valves. When conducting line maintenance
and/or repairs, install a new valve (when it is in
a position to make a difference) while the line is
already exposed.
• Make sure an adequate number of valves are
installed in all new installations.
• Valves permit the utility to isolate the section when
it is advantageous and/or necessary to do so; they
also provide excellent “listening posts” for leak
surveys.
System size, leak history, and pipe material
type all play a part in determining how to design your
leak detection survey. Here are several options:
Valve and Hydrant Survey
Can be performed on metallic systems at night
when system pressure is highest and background
noises are minimized. The survey could be performed
every night until completed or the system could be
divided into areas with a different area surveyed 1
night each month until completed. The survey does
not have to be performed at night. System personnel
may find residential areas are sufficiently quiet during
the day to perform leak detection. Business areas with
high traffic flow or industrial areas with high water
consumption should be surveyed at night.
Modified Survey
This type of survey is performed on metallic
pipe. It needs to be performed during daylight hours
since service line curb valves are being located and
inspected. During your initial survey you will listen
to all fire hydrants and main line valves plus selected
service line curb valves. Paint the lids of the curb
valves that are inspected to mark them. On subsequent
leak detection surveys in this area, inspect different
service line curb valves and mark these. Eventually, all
service line curb valves will be located, marked, and
inspected for leak noise.

WWW.PRWA.COM

Comprehensive Survey
Must be performed on non metallic and low
pressure areas of your system. All main line valves,
fire hydrants, and service line curb valves must be
inspected for leak noise. The poor sound transmission
property of non-metallic pipe does not allow for a
quality survey using the Valve and Hydrant or Modified
method.
No matter how you design your leak detection
program, it is essential for the health of your system
that a leak detection program be established. Increased
operating costs, system liability for damage caused by
water leakage, and increased pressure from regulatory
agencies for capacity development all force systems
to lower and keep low their Real Water Loss. Keep in
mind that PRWA has loaner equipment available if you
do not have your own and all it takes is a phone call
to our Bellefonte office to get it sent your way. If you
need any assistance or advice in planning your leak
surveys feel free to call me.
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BROOKVILLE MUNICIPAL AUTHORITY

NORTH FORK CREEK WATER TREATMENT PLANT

Featured Water System
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The Brookville Municipal Authority
operates a water supply system that has provided
safe and reliable drinking water for 130 years.
Originally serving Brookville Borough, the system
has expanded to 2,600 customers in Corsica
Borough and portions of Pinecreek, Rose, Union
and Clarion Township.
The BMA system consists of an
impoundment and groundwater supply on North
Fork Creek, a 1.5 mgd water treatment facility, 3
booster stations, 4 storage tanks (2.75 mg), and a
57 mile distribution system. Average daily system
demand is 0.75 mgd.
Classified as a High Quality-Cold Water
Fishery, North Fork Creek is impounded below
the twin bridges on Interstate 80. The original
filtration plant was constructed here in 1911 and
consisted of a settling basin, rapid sand filters and
pumping plant. Although in successful operation
for many years, the plant was deteriorating. It also
experienced operational difficulties in meeting
new regulations for pathogen reduction, particle
removal, disinfection byproducts and algae control.
These problems prompted the Authority to explore
treatment alternatives.
In 2008, the Board commissioned Gwin,
Dobson & Foreman to conduct a feasibility study of
treatment options. The engineering firm proposed
a new multiple barrier treatment process using
enhanced coagulation, membrane filtration and
UV disinfection for particle removal, disinfection
by-products control and pathogen deactivation.
The plant would also provide treatment for iron,
manganese and organic compounds and taste and
odor control.

Design work was initiated in 2009 with
permits and funding obtained later that year. Bids
for construction were received on August 11, 2009
and construction was completed in late 2011.
Treated water turned into the system on December
19, 2011. The $12.5 million project was financed
by a low interest Pennvest loan and a grant from
the PA H2O program. Major project elements are
described as follows:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

New supplemental water supply consisting of
groundwater wells (350 gpm)
New intake structure consisting of two 12-inch
diameter intake screens, air purge system and
two 50 HP, 1,565 gpm vertical turbine raw
water pumps
Enhanced coagulation and pretreatment
process using flocculation, coagulation and
sedimentation for oxidation, pH/alkalinity
adjustment and particle settling. Effluent
turbidity from the pretreatment process
typically averages 1-2 NTU.
Membrane filtration system consists of Pall
Corporation ARIA Model AP-3 membrane
cartridge technology (3 skids, 0.75 mgd
each) for submicron particle separation. The
microfiltration system can achieve 6-log
removal of pathogens. Finish water turbidity
for calendar year 2012 ranged from 0.013 0.057 NTU
Chemical
feed
system
for
sodium
permanganate, SternPAC, gas chlorine, caustic
soda, corrosion inhibitor, soda ash, powdered
activated carbon and fluoride
Baffled clearwell and filtrate waste storage/
recycle tank
Ultraviolet disinfection system for maximum
pathogen deactivation credit and DBP control.

•

Finish water pumps consisting of two 50 HP,
1,565 GPM vertical turbine finish water pumps
Control building houses chemical feed and
storage systems, mechanical and process
piping systems, membrane filtration chemical
cleaning system, control room, laboratory,
conference room, garage and offices. SCADA
system for control and monitoring of system
operations. A 625 kVA emergency generator
was relocated from the existing plant.
Backwash solids handling system consists of
drying beds and constructed wetlands

Recently, the Authority has embarked on
several initiatives to improve and expand service.
It acquired the Corsica Rose and Union Municipal
Authority system in 2011 and is currently
integrating this service area into the BMA system.
A system-wide automatic meter reading system
will be operational in several years. As custodians
of a valuable community resource, the Authority
completed a hydrogeology study of its 98-square
mile watershed to assess the potential impact of
shale drilling operations on its water supply.
System operation is provided by five
licensed operators and three billing office
personnel. The staff is under the direction of Terry
O’Neill, Water Commissioner, who has 40 years of
service with the Authority. A five member board,
appointed by Brookville Borough Council, also
oversees operation of the wastewater system.
Based on its record of customer service and
technically advanced water treatment facility, the
Brookville Municipal Authority was chosen as the
2012 PRWA Water System of the Year.
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Special Thanks
to our Founding Members

Alexandria Borough Water Authority
Bankson Engineers, Inc
Bethesda Childrens Home
Bradford City Water Authority
Buffalo Township Municipal Authority
Center Township Water Authority
Clymer Borough Municipal Authority
Cooper Township Municipal Authority
Eastern Armstrong Co. Municipal Authority
Edgeworth Borough Municipal Authority
Emporium Water Company
Falls Creek Borough Municipal Authority
Grampian Penn Township Municipal Authority
Hawthorn Redbank Redbank Municipal Authority
Heidelberg Township Municipal Authority
Indiana County Municipal Services Authority
Kittanning Suburban Joint Water Authority
Knox Borough
Lake City Borough
Layne Christensen Company
Ligonier Township Municipal Authority
McClure Municipal Authority
Mount Jewett Borough Water Department
National Road Utility Supply, Inc.
New Milford Municipal Authority
North Sewickley Municipal Water Authority
Park House
Reynolds Water & Disposal Company
Spring Township Water Authority
Turbotville Borough
Walker Township Water Association

Dancing with the Ones that Brought Us!
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A Tribute to Excellence!
Congratulations Award Winners!

The Guy Shaffer Lifetime Achievement Award was presented to George
Hershberger of Woodbury Water Authority who has dedicated himself to the
betterment of the industry as well as his water system and customers. Top picture.
The Decision Maker of the Year award was presented to Bill Lamparter of
Quarryville Borough who has exceeded the expectations of his job by sincerely
dedicating himself to making a positive difference at their system. Second picture.
The Water Operator of the Year Award was presented to Demetrius
Kasmari of Hegins-Hubley Authority who has shown loyalty and commitment to the
responsibility of assuring Quality on Tap every day. He has shown a willingness to
grow professionally and act effectively in critical situations. Third picture.
The Waste Water Operator of the Year Award was presented to Herbert
(Ed) Gregory of Conyngham Borough who every day, meets the challenges of tough
regulatory standards, operates within budget constraints and whose critical problem
solving allows his system to function at the highest possible standard. He has met
these demands with genuine concern for his wastewater system. Fourth picture.
The Rookie Operator of the Year Award was presented to Steven Vecellio
of Bradford City Water as a recently certified operator who has shown impressive
initiative while working for his system. He has made an effort to thoroughly
understand the profession and strives to make an impact for his utility. Fifth picture.
The Source Water Protection System of the Year Award was given to The City
of Bethlehem for developing and implementing a highly effective program to protect
their source of drinking water. Their effective program includes a comprehensive
evaluation of the threats to the water source and an active local committee to
managing those threats. Not pictured.
The “Water System of the Year Award” was given to Borough of Schuylkill
Haven to recognize their staff and board for providing high quality water treatment
and service to their customers. Sixth picture.
The “Wastewater System of the Year Award” was given to Franklin Township
Sewer Authority to recognize their staff and board of a wastewater system for
providing quality wastewater treatment and service to their customers. Not pictured.
The Leader of the Year aware was presented to Herbert Mattern of East
Petersburg Borough Water for his intuition and leadership. Bottom picture.
The Pennsylvania Rural Water Association President’s Award was given to Ed
Petroski of Entech Engineering for his outstanding contributions to the water utility
industry. In the past, this award has been given to such people as former governors,
U.S. Congressmen, State Senators, and past presidents of PRWA. Not pictured.
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What’s On Tap?
by Chris Shutt
Membership Circuit Rider
clshutt@prwa.com
This time we will take a look at history.
Wastewater History! Here is a little bit to think
about.
One of the most ancient systems of
wastewater management was constructed in
Mohenjo-Daro near the river Indus (Pakistan) at
about 1500 BC. Some centuries later, the river moved
its course and obviously the town was given up and
covered by sand during the following decades. In
the 1930s and 1940s, this early high civilization was
newly discovered. Private and public houses were
equipped with toilets. Water used for washing and
bathing as well as rain water flowed through special
grooves into canals which were built with the
necessary slope to transport the water into the
river Indus. These installations demonstrate a high
hygienic standard of an early culture.
The main wastewater collector, the Cloaca
Maxima, in Rome presumably follows the course of
an old ditch which was used at about 500 BC as a
collector for wastewater. But soon it was insufficient
to handle the flow of wastewater. Therefore, it was
enlarged in the following centuries, extended and
roofed over (Lamprecht 1988). Archaeological
studies presented a nearly complete picture of its line
starting from near the Forum Augustum and flowing
into the Tiber near the Ponto Palatino. During the

time of the emperors (31 BC to 193 AD), the canal
could be traveled by boat and could be entered via
manholes. The canal has a breadth up to 3.2 m and a
height of up to 4.2 m
In Hellenistic and Roman times, several
water supply systems were constructed for
Pergamon castle, which is situated on a rock with
an 800 m long plateau, at a height of nearly 300 m
over the town situated below it. We are here only
interested in one of these systems: the Madradag
pipe 2 constructed during the rule of Eumenas
II (197–159 BC; Garbrecht 1987). This pipe had
a length of 42 km and started in the Madradag
mountains at a height of 1230 m, that is 900 m
higher than the rock of Pergamon. Three valleys had
to be crossed and afterwards the Pergamon rock had
to be climbed. Therefore, the pipe had to be operated
under pressure. This was an extremely demanding
requirement for the quality of pipe manufacturing,
laying and sealing. The difference in the height of
900 m (from source to castle) corresponding to a
pressure drop of 90 bar (9 MPa) alone for the nonflowing water column. Therefore, very stringent
requirements had to be met.
Next magazine I’ll share some more of the
History of Wastewater.
Ruins of a public latrine from Roman era (1st
Century CE) Source: Courtesy of Steve Harding,
1998, Ephessos, Turkey.
REMEMBER BE PROUD OF WHAT YOU DO
AND DO IT WELL!
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PRWA.COM BBQ GIVE-AWAY!
Visit PRWA.COM/BBQ
for a chance to win the
Omaha Steaks Gourmet
Sensation! Login or
create a new account
at PRWA.COM/USER to
participate. The winner
will be drawn on the...

WWW.PRWA.COM
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Thanks to Our Conference Attendees & Exhibitors

Congratulations Derek Parmer,
Disney Dream Vacation Winner!

Thank You
Sponsors!

Celebrating
25 Years!
1988-2013

Thank You Sponsors!

Poker Tournament Champion: Keith Smith

Turkey Calling Winners: 1st: Arthur Montgomery Jr. 2nd: Michael Roberts 3rd: Richard Bilger

Looking Forward to Another 25 Years with You!
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Wastewater System Capacity
by Kurt McFadden
Wastewater Training Technician
kmcfadden@prwa.com

Hello All, I trust all of you are doing well.
It has been a very busy spring here at PRWA. The
2013 Conference was a great time and I enjoyed
seeing many of you there. If you did not make
the conference this year I hope to see you there in
2014. Many of the problems I see in the spring and
summer months of the year are due to heavy amounts
of inflow to collection systems and wastewater
treatment plants due to snow melt and heavy rains.
I thought it would be helpful to write a few words
about hydraulic overloading to your systems.
The concept of capacity for a wastewater
system has two basic elements; the capacity of the
wastewater plant and the capacity of the collection
system. Inflow/infiltration can result in wastewater

flows exceeding the design capacity of either the
plant or collection system or both. Capacity design
standards vary, but generally involve designing to
the more conservative of either flows or loadings.
For collection systems it is generally flows either
peak hourly flows, average flows or some multiple
of one of these elements.
Evaluating the treatment plant is relatively
straight forward if based upon flow. Simply
compare the plant design standard to the appropriate
flow value. For example if a plant design is based
upon 2.0 mgd as a monthly daily average, the plant
is operating under its hydraulic design capacity if
monthly daily averages during the wettest period of
the year are less than 2.0 mgd. Conversely if the
design is based upon a peak hourly flow of 5 mgd
and peak flows are recorded at 10 mgd during the
wettest period of the year then the plant is operating
above its designed hydraulic capacity.
Capacities within the collection system vary
by the size of the piping making up the system. It
is desirable to determine capacities within the
collection system to gauge whether portions are
subject to surcharging and overflows and to develop
a baseline from which planning decisions regarding
new connections may be made. Even if the treatment
plant flows are within the design capacity, portions
of the collection system could be receiving flows in
excess of their design capacities. There are a number
of simple ways to determine if the collection system
is receiving excess flows. Where this condition is
suspected, more specific methods are to be used
to determine exact flows. Remote flow monitoring
devices and visual inspections during times of high
flows are valuable data collecting tools.
I hope this helps you evaluate the hydraulic
capacities to your Wastewater systems. I look
forward to your questions and comments.
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Not in My Back Yard!
But, How Do You Know?

by Matt Genchur
Source Water Program Manager
Source Water Protection Specialist
mgenchur@prwa.com
Normally, N.I.M.B.Y. (not in my backyard) is
reserved for people or communities who are interested
in keeping some regionally important, but perceived
nuisance or unfavorable activity, away from where
they live. Examples might include landfills, large
agricultural operations, heavy industry/manufacturing,
and more recently – unconventional gas well drilling.
These properties are important to our society for many
reasons, but nobody wants to live near them.
When it comes to source water protection,
these “NIMBY” activities are certainly reason to
raise concern when looking for potential sources of
contamination (PSOC) for your drinking water sources.
But, what if there are other unfavorable activities near
your sources that you don’t know about? What if there
were detrimental activities that took place 30, 40, 50

years ago or more that no longer exist? What if there
is a commercial property nearby, but you don’t really
know what they might have onsite that could harm
your sources? Well, there are ways to find out.
Here are a few online tools that you can use
to identify regulated facilities and activities near your
drinking water sources, and then take the appropriate
actions to better protect yourself:
US EPA EnviroMapper/Envirofacts
www.epa.gov/enviro/index.html
www.epa.gov/emefdata/em4ef.home
EnviroMapper for Envirofacts is a single point
of access to select U.S. EPA environmental data. This
Web site provides access to several EPA databases to
provide you with information about environmental
activities that may affect air, water, and land anywhere
in the United States. With Envirofacts, you can learn
more about these environmental activities in your area
or generate maps of environmental information.
PA DEP eMapPA
www.emappa.dep.state.pa.us/emappa/viewer.htm
eMapPA is an advanced analytical mapping
tool for the world wide web (Internet Explorer Version
5.5 or newer). The focus of eMapPA is to display
environmentally relevant data to DEP contractors and
the public. In addition to DEP-permitted facilities,
there are over 50 map layers relating to administrative
and political boundaries, culture and demographics,
geology, mining, streams and water resources, and
transportation networks.
Tools for navigating,
querying, identifying, extracting, buffering, and
address matching are available for GIS analysis. All
of the tools and their uses are fully explained in the
Help option on the menu bar. A glossary of terms, data
descriptions, and metadata are also there for assistance.
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Where in PA ?
answer!
Jim Higgins is the winner of
the Where in PA? contest.
Congratulations Jim! Jim
guessed Ringings Rocks
Park in Upper Black
Eddy,
Bucks
County.
Jim directed us to http://
www.davidhanauer.com/
buckscounty/ringingrocks/
for more pictures of the
park. This web page at
http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Ringing_rocks
also
explains the reason for the
‘ringing’ rocks.
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Fractured-Rock Aquifers
Understanding an Increasingly Important Source of Water
Fractured -rock aquifers in the United States provide water for
domestic use, locations f or isolati ng hazardous and toxic waste,
and sites for foundations and infrastructure.
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USGS Research
in Fractured Rock
The ability to characte rize and
undcrswnd ground-watc•· fl ow conditions in a cost-etTective manner is
needed to ensure sound decisions
in ground -water management. For
example. a manager that needs to
provide a water supply must answer
a series o f questions. Where do
fractures produce e nough wate r for
a production wel l? Where is the

The USGS publishes the results of its
research in technical articles and other
publications, and conducts seminars.
works.hops. and trnining clnsses. Numerous Federal and State agencies that
work cooperatively with the USGS
have auendcd USGS demonstrations of
tech,,iques used to characterize g_romld·
water How in fractured-rock aquife rs.

The USGS conduc ts research to
develop fie ld techniques and interpretive methods for c haracterizing fluid movement and c hemical
mig mtion in fractu •·ed-rock aquifers
to a nswer s uch questions. USGS
research focuses on characterizing
gi'Ound-water tlow in fractured-•·ock
aquifers o ver distances from mete rs
to ki lometers. Research is conducted
at well-instrumented field research
s ites. s uch as the Mirror Lake waters hed in central New Hamps hire,
OJ' on actual ti eld proble ms with
resource managers and regulators.
Ground-water resource managers and
geological and structuml e ngineers
arc now applying the results of this
researc h in fractu red-rock aqui fers
th roughout the United States.

-

A. M. Shapiro

With the experience in characterizing ground-water flow in fracturedrock aquifers, the USGS is now addressing other issues of societal
importance in fractured-rock aquifers. which include processes affecting bacterial activity, and the transport of colloids and pathogens.

For More Information
More information on characterizing
ground ~ watcr now and chcmicallransport
in fmcturcd-rock aquifers can be found at

Fluid Flow and SolulC Tmnspon in Fracwrcd Rock. Mitror Lake. New Hampshire:
lmp:/lroxics.us...es.govl.~ileslmirnJt:_

the following web sites:

p.1ge.h1ml

USGS, N~ti onat Research Progra111, Transpori Phenomena i n Fractured Rock : hup:
/Av;ucr.usgs.govlnrplpny:hih/.t.;hnpiro.html
USGS. National Research Progmm.
l lydrology or FraCIUrcd Rocks: /JIIp:/1
water.asgs.gov/tuplproibiM1sr"eh.html

Natural Allcnualion of Chlurimucc.l
Solvents in froclurcd Rucks. Naval Air
Wa1·1'are Cenlcr Research Silc. TrenlOn.
New Jersey: lmp:llloxics.usgs.gov/Jwwc_
p.1ge.h1ml

USGS. Ground-Wmcr Resources Program:
htlp:/lwmer.usgs.g01t/ogu¥G WRP.html
USGS, Toxic Suhstancc.< Hydrology
Program: bllp:llmxics.usgs.gov
USGS. Ollicc or Ground Wa~ cr. Bmnch
of Geophysics: hllp:/lwmer: usgs.gow'og w/
bg~1s

Reprinted with permission
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by Nathan Merkel
Membership Circuit Rider
nmerkel@prwa.com

Tornados!
Greetings KTap readers, I hope everyone
has had a terrific spring and are looking forward to
a summer filled with summertime traditions such
as vacationing, community fairs, or just kicking
back on the porch drinking one’s favorite drink. As
you all know, I am currently teaching the Securing
Drinking Water and Wastewater facilities class for
Pennsylvania Rural Water Association. Throughout
the five hour class we cover different topics from
security techniques to possible threats that could
possible harm or disrupt the
operation of your facility.
spend
some
time
I
discussing threats such as natural
disasters in my class. Thinking of
this section gave me some ideas for
the next few article topics. Over the
next few issues, I am going to cover
different types of natural disasters
such as tornadoes, earthquakes,
flooding, hurricanes, and climate
change. Let’s face it, when it
comes to Mother Nature, it is very
hard, if not nearly impossible, to be
100% prepared for what she will
throw at us. We disseminate all the
information we can collect about an event from the
local weather reports, NOAA, The Weather Channel,
or whichever media outlet a facility receives its
weather information from and start to prepare the best

they can. No matter how prepared they think they
are, Mother Nature always seems to throw them a
curveball.
For this issue of the Ktap I am going to cover
the topic of tornadoes. For the most part, I believe
anyone from a very early age knows exactly what a
tornado is, especially if the Wizard of Oz was in their
movie collection. What I plan on doing in this article
is to briefly describe the science behind the tornado
that sent Dorthy and Toto out of Kansas and into
another world. So
how do we classify
tornados? How do
they form? Where
do they occur most
frequently? What
can I do to prepare
for a tornado?
To r n a d o e s
can and do occur
all over the world
but they are most
frequent in North
America in the
spring and summer
in the plains states
occupying “Tornado Alley”. Tornado Alley consists
of states located between the Rocky Mountains and
the Appalachian Mountains such as Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas, Nebraska, the Dakotas, Iowa, and Illinois just
to name a few. According to National Climate Data
Center, Kansas and Oklahoma rank first and second
for tornados per square mile. Given the area that the
state of Texas occupies, it reports more tornadoes a
year than any other state in the United States. Keep
in mind though that just because tornadoes frequent
the Midwest, do not think that they do not occur here
in Pennsylvania. According to the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) between
the years of 1991-2010, Pennsylvania, on average,
continued on page 42
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had 16 observed tornadoes each year for that 19 year
time period. Throughout that observation period, July
proved to be the worst month for Tornado outbreaks
with a number of 4 observed tornadoes; June was a
close second with 3 observed tornadoes. Over that
same period, there were on average 1,253 tornadoes
recorded each year in the United States.
So, how do we rate or categorize a tornado?
Well, the answer is simple. Scientists now use what
is called the Enhanced Fujita Scale. The Enhanced
Fujita Scale replaces the Fujita Scale which was first
introduced in 1971 by Tetsuya Theodore Fujita. The
Fujita Scale was used from 1971 until February 1,
2007 when it was replaced by the Enhanced Fujita
Scale or EF Scale in the United States. The EF Scale
has 6 different damage categories ranging from 0 to 6
with increasing damage as the scale is increased. The
main purpose for revising the original Fujita Scale
to the EF Scale was to better reflect tornado damage
with wind damage associated with storm damage.
Through this revision, the EF Scale also incorporates
different categories such as damage to vegetation in
the affected area and the types of structures damaged.
The EF Scale also accounts for different types of
material that structures are comprised of and expands
on the degrees of damage that resulted from a tornado.
To the right is a table representing the EF Scale.
After looking at the EF Scale, one can see how even
an EF2 tornado can still produce significant damage
to a water system since an EF2 has winds of 111-135
mph. This is why if a tornado warning is sounded,
one has to get to shelter as quickly as possible and
not try to see the storm as it is bearing down upon
their location. TAKE SHELTER!!!! Materials can be
replaced, a life cannot be.
Let me shift gears for a minute, now that
I explained how tornadoes are rated, I want to talk
about how tornadoes form. So, what exactly is
a tornado? The word tornado is actually altered
from the Spanish word tronada which mean
“Thunderstorm”. The tornadoes we commonly
associate with are the vortices we see twisting and
winding in a counterclockwise motion over land
picking up dirt and debris and leaving destruction
in their wake. There are several different forms of
tornadoes though; for example a water spout, which
is a vortex that occurs over a body of water. Another
form of a tornado is what is known as a multiple
vortex tornado. This occurs when a tornado has
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more than one vortices in or around the main vortex
making contact with the ground. An example of a
multiple vortex tornado would be the EF5 tornado in
May 2011 that destroyed Joplin, Missouri.
Ok, so now, how does a tornado form? Well,
conditions have to be just right to produce this finger
of destruction. Tornadoes typically develop from
very strong thunderstorms known as a supercell
storm. Before a thunderstorm develops though, a
change in wind direction and an increase in wind
speed along with increasing height can create an
invisible, horizontal spinning effect in the lower
atmosphere. This effect coupled with the warm rising
air from the forming thunderstorm’s updraft can tilt
the column of air from horizontal to vertical with
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the cold air descending down around the column. A
rotating motion then forms within the thunderstorm
roughly 2-6 miles wide. It is in this strong rotating
area of the thunderstorm that strongest and most
violent thunderstorms will form. Once the tornado
starts to form, one will mostly be able to identify the
rotating wall cloud. This is typically free of rain or
hail.
So, what should a system do to address the
tornado event should one occur? First and foremost
the system needs to have an up to date emergency
response plan with all contacts and numbers updated.
Secondly, if a tornado warning has been issued and
there is time to safely place your ERP in an interior

WWW.PRWA.COM

room where it might not be affected by the tornado
one should do so. By no means should one risk their
like to save their ERP, sometimes seconds is all one
might have. Be sure to get to a safe structure or
basement. If there is not a basement, be sure to get
into an interior room where one can brace themselves
for the winds that will be produced. Lastly, exercise
common sense!! Do not run out and try to capture
the event on camera for Youtube or so one can say,
“Check this out”. Getting to safety is ones first and
primary responsibility.
Unfortunately, I could write many more pages
and go more in depth on tornadoes and the destruction
they leave behind. I wanted to keep it to a brief
overview. I want to ask everyone to email me with
which topic they would like me to cover in my next
installment of the Mother Nature series. The options
are as follows: earthquakes, hurricanes, flooding, or
climate change. Please email me at nmerkel@prwa.
com for your vote. I just want to say thanks, and I
hope everyone enjoyed reading my article.
So, until next time, be safe, and take care.
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Is Summer Here Yet?
by Robin Montgomery
Source Water Protection Specialist
rmontgomery@prwa.com
As you read this, hopefully summer is
in full swing, just like your projects. It’s that time
of year when upgrades and/or maintenance take
full charge of your days. With any project, is the
inevitable concern of your finances! Was your
system financially prepared? Was there a Capital
Improvement Fund to start out with? Have your
rates adjusted over time with the increasing costs
to fund these projects? All systems, whether great
or small in number, must remember that financial
stability is an essential element to survival.
As a Board/Council Member you have a
difficult job when trying to juggle rates with upgrades
and improvements, and the rising costs of daily
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operations and maintenance. Top priority cannot
be keeping your rates low; it must be, are our rates
covering yearly expenses and are we prepared for
maintaining and upgrading our system as needed?
Are you proactive! Can you answer yes to this?
Board members need to have an active
role in their system. They should be aware of all
activities that take place within the system. They
should have at least general knowledge of operations
and issues concerning their system. A good source
of information can be found by just talking to the
operators. Who know the system better? Who is
more aware of the issues? Who spends more time
there? So take some time and visit the plant. Find
out what concerns your operator has, and what issues
they deal with daily. Take the initiative to correct
and resolve them.
Being a Board/Council member is an
important position and should not be taken lightly.
The well being of the system is in the hands of the
Board/Council Members. Their job responsibilities
to their systems are the same as to their homes. The
home is an investment, and everyone understands
the importance of maintaining it and keeping it in
good repair all within a budget. It is an ongoing
responsibility. The same applies to your system.
Board members must understand that the plant, lines,
and equipment must be maintained and repaired with
the same care, to ensure that their system is a good
investment.
So remember, at the next board meeting, be
prepared. Know what the issues and concern are and
be prepared to take action. Your system is a business
and should be run as such. It is your responsibility
as Board/Council Members to keep your system
healthy and secure.
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Documenting Source Water
Protection Measures
by Don Muir
Source Water Protection Specialist
dmuir@prwa.com
In last quarter’s magazine, Matt and I both
talked about PRWA’s efforts to document what small
systems are doing to protect their water sources. In
many cases, it’s the activities in very close proximity
to the well that are the greatest risk.
Do you have septic leach fields near the well
that you pump on a regular basis? Are there above
fuel storage tanks near the water source that you
inspect when you read meters or are in the area? If
you’re a mobile home park do you have regulations
against vehicle maintenance in the park to stop the
improper disposal of vehicle fluids? Do you update
your Emergency Response Plan on an annual basis?
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These are all source water protection measures that
we would like to document.
Are you a contract operator that maintains
several water systems? We can meet with you and
evaluate your water systems to help you protect the
water sources. There are simple things that can be
done to protect the water source that cost little or no
money to implement.
We have placed on the Sourcewater page
of the PRWA website a Source Water Protection
Checklist / Questionnaire that asks specific
questions about your water system and what you
are doing to protect the water source. We would like
systems to complete the questionnaire and return it
to PRWA. If you do not wish to fill out the entire
checklist/questionnaire I have placed the Contact
Information portion of the questionnaire on the
next page so that you can quickly request help.
Copy the page to the right and fax to PRWA at
814-353-9341, attention Don and we will come out
to your system, survey the area around your water
source, help you complete the questionnaire and
give you some suggestions on what else can be done
to protect the water source.
Source Water Protection does not have to be
a big dollar endeavor but if a water source is lost to
contamination, it may cost several hundred thousand
dollars to develop a new source, if a new source can
be developed at all.
Give us a call or fill out the questionnaire.
We would like to hear from you on what you are
currently doing to protect your water source and
help you implement other simple, low cost measures
to enhance your current source water protection
efforts.
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Copy this half page and fax to PRWA at 814-353-9341, attention Don.
We will visit your system, survey the area around your water source, help you complete the
questionnaire, and give you suggestions on what else can be done to protect your water source.

PRWA Source Water Protection Program
Request for Help with Source Evaluation Checklist / Questionnaire
Contact Information
System Name:_____________________________________________________
PWS ID# (7 digits):_________________________________________________
Population Served:_________________________________________________
Contact Name:_____________________________________________________
Phone/email:______________________________________________________
WWW.PRWA.COM
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FRENCHCREEK TOWNSHIP
WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT

Featured Wastewater System
The Frenchcreek Township Wastewater
Treatment plant is located in northwest
Pennsylvania, Venango County.
The
plant provides utility service to a portion of
Frenchcreek Township, Polk Borough and the
state facility of Polk Center.
In 2004 Frenchcreek purchased the plant
from the Commonwealth and began upgrades
to the plant and built a collection system into
the township. Modification of the grit chamber
was completed. A lift station was added at the
plant so the two trickling filters can now be run
in series. UV disinfection was put on line to
replace gas chlorination. An inline grinder
was installed between the digester and the
circulation pump. A new circulation pump was
installed for the anaerobic digester. As part of
this project, some I&I problems were eliminated
at Polk Center.
Approximately 12 miles of PVC pipe,
both gravity and force main, were laid in the
township. Three lift stations were built and put
on line in 2006. The lift stations are monitored
24/7 by Mission Control in Atlanta, Georgia
and notify us if a problem exists. There are 69
individual home grinder pumps that the system
is responsible for and a total of 329 EDU’s in the
township. Polk Borough contributes 209 EDU’s
and the system serves the entire Polk Center.
The average hydraulic loading for the
plant is 0.228 MGD with a design capacity of
0.45 MGD and the average organic loading is
212.4 lbs./Day with a design capacity of 585
lbs./Day.
The township employs two certified
operators, one full time and one part time and
another part time person who are responsible
for the operation of the wastewater treatment
plant and the township collection/conveyance
system.
Biosolids are handled by anaerobic
digestion, drying beds and land application.
They have a permit for land application for fields
owned by the township where land application
takes place.
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Dissolved Oxygen (DO)
Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD)
by Mark Gregory
Wastewater Training Technician
mgregory@prwa.com
During many training classes this past year the
question of Dissolved Oxygen and Biological Oxygen
Demand has come up several times. These are crucial
operating controls for all wastewater treatment plants.
The air we breath contains about 20% oxygen.
The term dissolved oxygen (D.O.) refers to the
amount of free oxygen dissolved in water. Fish and
other aquatic organisms require this dissolved oxygen
to survive. Water bodies both produce and consume
oxygen. It is produced from the atmosphere and from
plants as a result of photosynthesis. It is consumed
by aquatic organisms, decomposition of organics, and
various chemical reactions.
D.O. is measured in either percent saturation or
milligrams per liter (mg/l). We most commonly use the
mg/l. This is the amount of oxygen in a liter of water.

The percent saturation measures the amount of oxygen
relative to the total amount of oxygen the water can
hold at a given temperature.
Based on studies conducted over the years, it
has been found that dissolved oxygen levels below 4-5
mg/l effect fish health and levels below 2 mg/l can be
lethal. At our wastewater treatment plants, we have
found that 1.5 mg/l to 2.5 mg/l are the recommended
D.O. requirements to keep our microorganisms healthy
with most plants targeting for a 2.0 mg/l.
The calibration of our D.O. probe is very
important. If the probe’s oxygen permeable plastic
membrane is compromised by either being punctured
or by being coated with some material, it has been the
experience that the probe will read erroneously high
when the probe is only calibrated at the 100 percent
saturated air level (approximately 10mg/l at 15 degrees
Celsius, 760 mm Hg). Because of this it is important
to calibrate your D.O. probe on a regular basis and
recommended to use a two-point calibration, use both
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zero calibration and 100 percent saturate air level. It
is further recommended by EPA that you follow your
probe manufacturer’s instructions for calibration.
Wastewater treatment plants contain organic
matter that is consumed by microorganisms which
use oxygen in the process. The amount of oxygen
consumed is known as the Biological Oxygen Demand
(BOD). Sources of oxygen consuming wastes include
wastewater treatment plants, storm water runoff from
farmlands, urban areas, and cities. BOD directly
affects the amount of dissolved oxygen in water
bodies. The greater the amount of BOD, the faster
is the depletion of oxygen in the water. This means
less oxygen available for the aquatic life living in the
stream. The consequences of high BOD and low D.O.
causes aquatic life to be stressed, suffocate, and die.
The B.O.D. test is more time consuming in that
the test is collected in special bottles (glass bottles with
glass stoppers to prevent any infiltration of oxygen
into sample) and incubated in the dark at 20 degrees
Celsius for five days. Just like the instantaneous D. O.
test, you must follow the manufacturer’s instructions
and Standard Methods for the examination of water
and wastewater.
There is much more information available to
better understand D.O. and B.O.D. The internet is
definitely a powerful tool to utilize for information….
Remember, We All Live Downstream,
Dissolved oxygen and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) graphed for stream with sewage treatment plant effluent.
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Quality Control in Construction Projects
By Zane Satterfield. P. E .. NESC Engineering Scientist
Photos by Julie Black. courtesy of Morgantown UWtty Soard

SWDIIIIIIJ

Utllily systems need infrastructure to last as long as possible. One way to ensure longevity
is through quality control. To have good quality control in construction projects is to perform good inspections. Remember. you can inspect ll now or nx ll later.
Quallty control Is critically Important to a successful construction project and should be
adhered to throughout a project from conception and design to construction and installation. Inspection during construction wlll prevent costly repairs after the project Is completed. The Inspector. engineer, contractor, fu nding agency, permll agency. and system
personnel must work together to inspect, document. and correct deficiencies.

What Is •aallty control?
For construction projects. quallty control
means making sure things are done according to the p lans. speciflcattons. and permit
requirements. The days of easy federal
money seem to be over. making it lmperallve
that communities get the most out of their
infrastructure projects.
One of the best ways to assure good construction projects is to use an inspector.
The fust step an inspector should take is to
become familiar with the plans, specification. and permit requirements and. equally
important. to have some common sense.
Quallty control during all construction
phases needs to be better. an d the utility
system needs to know what is being
installed while the work is being done. On
most construction jobs. the inspection is
one of the last things to be done-if ll gets
done at all.

Inspectors
The u tUity system may or may not be
required to have an inspector through the
p roject engineer. Checking with the project
fu nder clears up any doubt about whether
thls Is mandatory. This does not mean the

,,.

Why should the utility system have to pay
twice for the same inspection? Often It is the
on ly way to assure quality control. The utilIty system may want to use a tlllrd party for
inspections versus using their own or one
hired by the project engineer. Again. check
with the fundlng agency to see tf this ts
allowed.
The inspector s hould know the plans and
speciflcatlons Inside-out. includlng the
financial parameters for the par ticular project. He or she should also know t11e state or
primacy agency reqtllrements for water and
sewer projects.
Some u Uiilies may have their own specifications that are more rigorous than the state
or primacy requ irements. Be sure the plans
and speciflcatlons a re what the utility
wants before they go ou t to bid . It's a good
idea to let the chief operator and other
treatment plant staff take a look at the
plans. After all. these are the people who
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utility system can't have its own inspector
on th e project site as well. A good candidate
for tills role Is someone who already works
with the utility system. particularly the chief
operator.

Tech Briefs at
www.nese. wvu.edu/ndwc/ndwe_tb_available.btm
NESC Assistance. Solutions. Knowledge.

have to fix something arter the
warranty is expired or if the
job is not done correctly the
first ttme.
Never forget that tl1e uUilty
system is the client. Everyone
associated wtth the project
needs to be aware of this fact.
especially the project engineer.
Although the project engineer
ts often seen as the boss. he or
she has to answer to the utility
system. the permit or primacy
agency. and the funding
agency. The only one the project engineers do not have to
answer to ts the contractor.
The Inspector's Joll
Whlle on the job. the inspector should keep
an eye out for tmproper procedures and
sloppy work. A few items to look for include:

•
•
•

•

Improper thrust blocking (e.g.. using
unopened bags of mortar or concrete}:
waterline being bent beyond allowable
radius:
improper or lack of pipe bedding:
bad alignment between manholes:
leaking manholes (e.g .. no sealant}:
Inappropriate backfill material (e.g ..
big rocks}:
Inadequate compaction:
wrong pipe material:
no drainage for nre hydrants:
Inadequate clearances with other util Ity lines (particularly sewer, but also
electric and gas lines}: and
customer lawn restorations.

Roles fa Constractlo• Projed
Even a relallvdy small construcllon project
Is complex and there are several dtfferent
roles associated with Its success.

The UWity System-One of the first things
the system manager must do Is to select an
engineer. A good way to start this process Is
to call nearby uWJty systems and talk with
them about engineers they may bave used
In the past. The more places you call. the
better.
The most Important thing the utilily system
can do is review the plans and specifications. Don't walt to look at the plans right
before they're ready to go to bid. The utlllty

This photo shows a water

line crossng under a sewer
line. This arrangemenl violates health codes in every
slate because a sower leal<

could contaminate !he
water line below. (Photo by
Allen Marchan}

system needs to be Intimately Involved with
the design process from the very beginning.
Don't take for granted that the engineer will
have everything exactly the way the ullllty
system needs or wants It.
Let your operator{s} look at tlle plans and
specJncauons. If there is something that is
not right or the utility system would like to
change. take a red pencil or red pen and
mark It rlgllt on the plan and spec!OcaUons.
The Project Englneer-lf the uUIIly system
docs not have an engineer on staff (and
most systems don't}, one ts usually retained
througll a selection process. Certain procedures may diciate how the engineering firm
is selected. The utlllty system should clleck
\Oo1lh their state's utility commission. their
funding agency. and possibly the stale prl·
macy or permitting agency.
The engineer destgntng the project provides
plans and specifications. This person also
usually conducts the primary Inspection-in
some cases the only lnspecUon. The uWlty
system should contract with the engineer to
provide them as-built plans. These plans
are very Important for future reference. The
utility system is responsible for telling the
engineer specific items that they need or
want In the project.
The Fundlng Agency- Most utility systems
do not have enough money to nnance a
major project. The funding agencies are the
people who lend the money (e.g.. Rural
Development Utlllty Services loans and
grants. state revolvtng loan funds. commu·
nlly development block grants}. Agencies
typically review the plans and spec!OcaUons
and have certain requirements that must be
followed. They may also inspect the project.
Continued on page 54
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Continued from page 53
Four problems are visible in
the photo at the right
Clockwise from the top right,
( 1) an inadequate thrust
block is used, (2) improper
clearance !rom an abandoned cast iron pipe is evident, (3) an open, terra cona
sanitary sewer line is seen
near the water line, and (4)
the water line is actually
touching a sewer line. (Photo
by Julie Black)

If there Is a question or a problem, don't hes·
!tate to ask.
These are the main roles in construction
projects. Many support people In between
also make the whole thlng come together.

Inspectors, CommunlcaUon, and
Command
Because so many different groups have a
role In a construction project, there could be
one Inspector representing each of the fol·
lowing:
Funding agency
Permit agency
Project engineer
Utility system

Contractors otten
use substandard
practices. These
bags of quick-drying
concrete are being
used to seal the
sewer line and aban·
doned cast iron pipe
shown in the photo
above. (Photo by
Julie Black)

The Primacy or Permit Agency-The state
primacy or permit agency (usually the same
entity) will review the plans and specifications to see If they meet the mtnlmum
requirements for that state. They may have
comments for the project engineer to
address and send back corrected plans and
specifications before Issuing a permit. They
can and sometimes will do their own inspec·
tlon on the construction project.
The Contractor-The contractor (or, on
really btg jobs, more than one contractor)
builds the project as set forth by the plans
and specifications. Contracting companies
are profit motivated, but most of the time
they also have to be the lowest bidder for
the project. Some-but by no means allcontractors are tempted to cut corners In
order to realize more profit on a job.
The Water or Sewer Customer-The water
or sewer customer ulllmately pays the b1lls
and receives the service. Don't take the cus·
tomers for granted. Before. during, and after
construction projects, treat their property
with respect. especially when it comes to
right-of-way Issues and lawn restoration.
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There should be an Inspector for each construction crew. In other words, If the con·
tractor has six different crews throughout
the utility system, It would be beneficial to
have six Inspectors. so one Inspector does
not have to go from crew to crew and run the
risk of missing something. This may seem
extreme. but It w111 generally pay off In the
long run.
Good communication Is essential for a construction project whether you have one
Inspector or 15. Communication has to be
coordinated \vlth all those Involved In the proj·
ect. Including the lead Inspector, the project
engmeer. the utility system. the permit
agency. and the contractor{s). Public meetings
may also be required or desirable. This ts a lot
of people and to communicate effectively,
there needs to be a set chain of command.
Establishing a chain of command ts easter
said than done. The permit agency or utility
system (the client) would normally dictate.
but the funding agency holds the purse
strings. The channels of communication and
chain of command should be spelled out at
the very first project or pre-bid meeting. and
should be in writing. Agreeing on this
arrangement before the construction starts
will make It much easter once the project
gets going.
To be able to have good communication. you
must assemble everyone In one place. such
as weekly construction meetings and monthly
project meetings. The lead Inspector may
want to confer with the other Inspectors and
contractor(s) on a dally basts. Take notes or
videotape the meetings.

the Inspector to take notes at Ute workslte. Don't
force the Inspector to remember what needs to be
recorded until he or she gets to the job trailer or
office.
Write It down and never erase; cross out mistakes.
If an lnspector has a good logbook that has dates
and times and locations and Is signed or Initialed
(each page). It can be used ln a court of law. But If
there are erasure marks. It will most likely be
thrown out.
Another good Idea Is to note the names of the
people lnvolved or that are at the s ite each day. Be
very specific, especially when there ts a problem. It
Is a good Idea to take pictures and videotape
before. during. and after construction. Keep In
mind. though. that some courts will not allow digital photos or video. so use conventional cameras If
this is the case In your area.
As the water or sewer utility In your commwllty.

you have a responsibility to see that construction
projects are carried out correctly. Having an
Inspector on site may seem like an unnecessary
expense. but ln reality, these efforts often save
money down the road.
Acknowledgement
The bacl<fill seen in this photo is of a much larger
slze than recommended. (Photo by Julie Black)

Assuring Good Quality Coatrol
The lead Inspector for the project needs to
have the authority to make some impor tant
calls on the job. even to shut It down if necessary. Don't be a passive Inspector and
just observe; make calls and point things
out. Remember. if you have a question
about the project. the first thing to refer to
are the plans and specifications.
The old adage states that the three most
important factors in real estate are location.
location. and location. Similarly with quality
control, the lnspector has to remember
three important things: document. document. and document. This Is also known as
good record keeplng.
When dealing with a problem. put It In writing (usually addressed to the utility system)
making everyone else a copy of the letter.
Some of the best tools that can be used for
documentation are pencil and paper and a
dally logbook. Make sure the inspector has
a logbook that Is weather resistant. like
"Rite-In-the-Rain" products. This can allow

The author wishes to thank the folloWing people for their
knowledge and Insight about good construction practices: DaVId Sago. utility manager. Jim Fetty. P.E.. city
engineer. and Rossi Wilson. Reid serVIces superintendant. Fairmont. West Vlrgtnta: Cratg Cobb. P.E .. district
superVIsor. Alan Marchun. P.E. dtstrtct engtneer. Mike
Hawrantck. P.E. dtstrtct engineer. DaVId McCoy. P.E. district engineer. and Clem Sees. P.E .. district engtneer.
West Vlrgtnta Bureau of Public Health. EnVIronmental
Engtneertng Division: Ronnie Nichols. Trt-City Electrical
Contracting Inc .. Fairmont. West Vtrgtnta: McMillen
Engtneerlng, Uniontown. Pennsylvania: and Bunner and
Sons Construction. Fairmont. West Virgtnla.

Before joining NESC's technical services unit.
Engineering Sdentist Zane Satterfield worked

.1'1..,'/

for the West Virginia Bureau of Public Health,
Environmental Engineering Division, the city
of Fairmont Engineering Department, and
McMiUen Engineering a private firm

based in Uniontown, Pennsylvania.
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We Get Smiles!
by Bud Bullock
PRWA Financial Services
bbullock@prwa.com
A quote from Andy Rooney (60
Minutes) that I love is, “If you smile when no
one else is around, you really mean it “
We here at PRWA Financial Services
get a lot of smiles; when we see someone
that we have helped along the way we always
are greeted with a big smile, and sometimes
when I sit back at my desk and think of all the
association’s members that we helped….I break
a big meaningful smile!
When I think of the authority in Eastern
Pennsylvania that we helped with collecting
their outstanding sewer bills, almost 3 million

dollars worth, or the water and wastewater
system in central Pennsylvania that we helped
straighten out their billing system, or the low
interest loan that we got for the water system
in western Pennsylvania or the collection
help that we gave to the wastewater system in
northeastern Pennsylvania, or the consultation
that helped a water system in southwest
Pennsylvania to increase revenues, I smile
because I know that we made their jobs a little
easier and a whole lot rewarding.
I guess that’s what it’s all about…if we
can bring a smile to your day then we’ve done
our job. Please let us help you smile too; we
can help you with Billing, Collections, Health
Insurance Loans, Bond Financing and even
just being someone to consult with when you
have a need. We are YOUR financial services
company, PRWA Financial Services.
Start your day by calling PRWA
Financial Services at 1-866-328-PRWA(7792)
and end your day with a SMILE!

Bud
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CALL 866-328-7792
Billing

Affordable billing programs built with results in mind

Bonds

NEW BOND FINANCING PROGRAM FOR SYSTEMS

Collections

Improving your system’s cash flow

eNetpay

Accept credit cards and e-checks for utility payments

Health Insurance Cooperative
Health cooperative program with unused premium rebates

Leases

Acquire new equipment without acquiring new debt!

Loans

Loans from experts dedicated to the water & wastewater industry

Joseph
Falcone

Bud
Bullock

Tony
Worley

PRWA.COM/FINANCIALSERVICES
WWW.PRWA.COM
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PRWA Associate Members
A & H Equipment
A.C. Schultes
Abel Recon
Accent Control Systems
Advance Instruments Inc
Allegheny Field Services
American Avk Company
American Flow Control
Anderson Technical Services
AP Certified Testing Utility Prod & Service
Aqua Chemical Supply, Inc.
ARCADIS
Ashbrook Simon-Hartley, LLC
Badger Meter Inc
Baker Manufacturing Co./Monitor Division
Baker, Michael, Jr. Inc.
Bankson Engineers Inc
Benchmark Analytics, Inc
Benchmark Analytics, Inc.
Benesch, Alfred & Company
Bermad Control Valves
Bissnuss, Inc
Book & Proch Well Drilling
Borton-Lawson
Browns Hill Sand & Glass Block
Buchart-Horn Inc.
Business Management Systems, Inc.
C W Sales Corp.
Caldwell Tanks Inc
Calkins Technical Products, Inc
Cambridge Brass
Carboline Company
Cardno BCM
Cawley Environmental Services Inc
CB&I, Inc.
Century Engineering, Inc
Charter Plastics Inc
Chester Engineers
Chlorinators Incorporated
CME Management LLC
Commercial Fire Hydrant Service
Conrady Consultants
Control Systems 21
Coyne Chemical Env’t Svcs
CWM Environmental
Daman Superior, LLC
DAS Group
David D. Klepadlo & Assoc., Inc
Dixon Engineering, Inc.
DN Tanks
Drnach Environmental, Inc
Dutchland, Inc
DynaTech
E H Wachs
E. J. Breneman, L.P.
EADS Group, The
Eagle Microsystems, Inc.
EAP Industries, Inc.
Earth Science Laboratories
East Jordan Iron Works
Eastcom Associates, Inc.
EGLS / Learco
Eichelbergers, Inc.
Enquip Company, Inc
Entech Engineering, Inc.
Envirep/TLC
Environmental Service Labs Inc
ES2, Inc.
Exeter Supply Co
F&E CheckPros
Fairway Laboratories, Inc
Fehr & Howard Sales
Ferguson Waterworks, Inc
Firststates Financial Services
Flo Trend Systems
Flow Media Inc
Ford Meter Box Company, Inc.
Fox, W.D. Tapping and Welding, Inc
Foxcroft Equipment & Service Co, Inc
Franklin Electric - Little Giant
G A Industries
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Geiger Pump & Equipment Group
GeoServices, Ltd.
Geosource Engineers
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GHD Inc
Gibson Thomas Engineering
Gilmore & Associates, Inc.
Glace Associates Inc
Gmerek Government Relations, Inc.
Godwin Pumps
Graphic Revolutions, LLC
Griffin Pipe Products, Inc
Groundwater Resources, LLC
Groundwater Sciences Corp.
Gwin, Dobson and Foreman, Inc.
H2O Resources, Inc.
Hach Company
Hanover Engineering Assoc Inc
Hasco Sales, Inc.
Hawke, McKeon & Sniscak LLP
Hazen and Sawyer, PC
HD Supply Waterworks
Herbert, Rowland & Grubic, Inc.
Hill, William F. & Associates, Inc.
Hunt Engineers, Architects, & Land Surveys
Hydro Instruments
I.K. Stoltzfus Service Corp.
Industrial Pump & Motor Repair, Inc.
Insight Pipe Contracting, L.P.
Interstate Waste Services of PA, LLC
Johnson Controls Inc.
Kappe Associates, Inc
Keller Engineers, Inc.
Kershner Environmental Technologies LLC
Keystone Engineering Group
Keystone Pump & Power, LLC
KLH Engineers, Inc.
KPI Technology
KTM Associates
KV & M&H Valve Co
L.R. Kimball
Larson Design Group, Inc.
Layne Christensen Company
LB Water
Lee Supply Co, Inc
Liberty Pumps
Linemen’s Supply, Inc
Link Computer Corporation
LRM, Inc.
M&T Bank
Magyar & Associates
Mahaffey Laboratory
Main Pool & Chemical Inc.
Markey Utility Operations, Inc.
Maryland Biochemical, Inc
Master Meter, Inc.
McDonald, A.Y. Mfg. Co., Inc.
MDG Equipment Co., Inc.
Metron Farnier
Microbac Laboratories, Inc.
Mid Atlantic Pump And Equipment Company
Mid Atlantic Storage Syst, Inc.
Mid-Atlantic Waste Systems
Miller & Sons, Inc.
Miller Environmental
Milnes Engineering, Inc
Modern Pump & Equipment Inc
Moody & Assoc Inc
Morris Industries
Morris Knowles & Associates, Inc.
Morrow, Charles & Associates
Mountain Research, LLC
Mr. Rehab, Inc.
Mueller Co.
Mueller Systems
N H Yates & Co Inc
National Road Utility Supply, Inc.
Navarro & Wright Consulting Engineers
Negley’s Well Drilling
Neptune Chemical Pump Company
Neptune Technology Group, West & Central, PA
Neptune Techology Group - East
Nichols & Slagle Engineering, Inc.
NIRA Consulting Engineers, Inc.
Nittany Engineering & Associates, LLC
North End Electric Service
Orenco Systems, Inc
PA One Call System, Inc
Parker Brothers Well Drilling, Inc.

Pax Water Technologies
PDIR, Inc.
Penn PRIME
Pipe Tools, Inc.
Pipe-Eye Sewer Services, Inc
Pittsburg Tank & Tower Maintenance Co.
Place, John P. Inc.
Pleasants Construction
Pollardwater.com
Pow-R Mole Sales & Service LLC
Preload, Inc.
Premier Safety & Service, Inc.
Premier Tech Aqua
Pro Tapping, Inc
Process/Kana Inc
Pyrz Water Supply Co., Inc.
QS1 Software
Quad3 Group, Inc
RAK Computer Associates
RAM Industrial Services
Reed Manufacturing Co
Reider, M. J. Assoc, Inc.
Rhea Engineers & Consultants, Inc
Richard K Stryker
Rio Supply, Inc. of PA
Riordan Materials Corporation
Robinson Pipe Cleaning Co.
Rockacy and Associates, Inc
Romac Industries
Roome Environmental
Rummel, Klepper & Kahl LLP
SAIC
Sal Chemical Co., Inc
Schreiter Engineering Assoc
Seewald Labs, Inc.
Senate Engineering Co
Sensus
Severn Trent Services
Shannon Chemical Corp
Sherwood Logan & Associates
Singer Valve, LLC.
Site Specific Design, Inc.
Skelly and Loy, Inc.
Smartbill LTD
Southern Corrosion, Inc
Spotts, Stevens And McCoy
SPX D.B.A. Pearpoint
Squibb-Owen Sales, Inc.
Stanley Infrastructure Solutions
Stewart Drilling
Stiffler, McGraw & Assoc, Inc
Subsurface Technologies
Suburban Water Technology, Inc.
Suburban Water Testing Labs
Susquehanna Fire Equipment Co
Swiftreach Networks Inc
T & M Associates
Tank Industry Consultants, Inc.
Tervita
Therma-Stor, LLC
Thomas, Long, Niesen & Kennard
Total Equipment Company
Trident Insurance
Trombold Equipment Company
Trumbull Industries
Underground Solutions Inc
Uni-Tec Consulting Engineers Inc
Univar Usa, Inc. - Altoona Branch
US Municipal Supply, Inc.
USA Bluebook
USIC Locating Services, Inc
Utilitronics Corporation
Utility Management Technologies
Utility Service Co Inc
Utility Services Group, Inc
Valve Tech Service
Walton Water Services, LLC
Waste Management
Water Loss Systems, Inc
Watermark Environmental Systems
Watertite Inc
Weil, W.C. Company
West Branch Limited LLC
Weston & Sampson
Xylem, Inc
Yanora Enterprises

1-800-653-PRWA

Advertisers

2013 Advertising Rates are Here!
The Keystone Tap has been a great place to
advertise in an award winning magazine in front
of over 1,600 water utility professionals and
policy makers and now...

it is even better!
All Keystone Tap advertisers also have
the opportunity to advertise on the
PRWA.COM homepage as well.

Learn more at prwa.com/content/advertise-prwa
or call Andrea today! 800-653-7792x105.
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ATTENTION: WATER / WASTEWATER DEPT
When finished reading, please route to:
Operators / Managers
Clerk / Treasurer
Board

Wooden Pipes
DO & BOD
Source Water Questionnaire
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